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Adaptive Comanagement and Its Relationship to Environmental
Governance
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ABSTRACT. We provide a systematic review of the adaptive comanagement (ACM) literature to (i) investigate how the concept
of governance is considered and (ii) examine what insights ACM offers with reference to six key concerns in environmental
governance literature: accountability and legitimacy; actors and roles; fit, interplay, and scale; adaptiveness, flexibility, and
learning; evaluation and monitoring; and, knowledge. Findings from the systematic review uncover a complicated relationship
with evidence of conceptual closeness as well as relational ambiguities. The findings also reveal several specific contributions
from the ACM literature to each of the six key environmental governance concerns, including applied strategies for sharing
power and responsibility and value of systems approaches in understanding problems of fit. More broadly, the research suggests
a dissolving or fuzzy boundary between ACM and governance, with implications for understanding emerging approaches to
navigate social-ecological system change. Future research opportunities may be found at the confluence of ACM and
environmental governance scholarship, such as identifying ways to build adaptive capacity and encouraging the development
of more flexible governance arrangements.
Key Words: adaptive comanagement; adaptive governance; environmental governance; integrated management; multilevel
governance; resilience; systematic review
INTRODUCTION
Social-ecological resilience emphasizes the interdependence
of people and nature (Berkes and Folke 1998, Berkes et al.
2003), and refers to the amount of change a social-ecological
system can undergo while maintaining structure and function;
the capability for self-organization; and the extent to which
the capability for learning and adaptation and transformation
can be built and enhanced (Carpenter et al. 2001, Folke 2006).
Building social-ecological resilience and sustaining adaptive
capacity, the ability to be robust to disturbances and adapt to
new situations, actual or anticipated changes, while keeping
open future options, is critical to addressing change for
sustainability (Folke et al. 2002, Berkes et al. 2003, Plummer
and Armitage 2010).
Approaches to navigating the dynamics of social-ecological
systems are a growing area of scholarship and practice. These
approaches typically emphasize collaboration, learning, and
building adaptive capacity (Folke, et al. 2002, Folke et al.
2005, Plummer and Armitage 2010). Examples of these
approaches in practice are increasingly common as resource
users, managers, and communities endeavor to deal with
change. They can be seen in Arctic comanagement
arrangements where efforts to bridge knowledge systems are
linked to shared decision making about resources, e.g., harvest
levels (Armitage et al. 2011), in the Murray-Darling Basin in
the creation of water markets and expansion of planning roles
to address changes in water availability (de Loë and Bjornlund
2010), and in South Africa where collaborative efforts have
emerged to resolve profound livelihood challenges in social1

ecological systems that have changed dramatically in a very
short period of time (Fabricius and Cundill 2010).
Multiple terms characterize these approaches. Examples
include resilience management, interactive governance,
transition management, collaborative governance, adaptive
governance, and adaptive comanagement. However, we are
concerned principally with an association that is routinely and
often ambiguously made between governance and adaptive
comanagement (ACM). For example, ACM is frequently
described as an approach or strategy for the governance of
social-ecological systems in the face of complexity and
uncertainty (Carlsson and Berkes 2005, Armitage et al. 2009,
Kofinas 2009, Plummer 2009, Cundill and Fabricius 2010).
Conversely, “good” governance, in other words, governance
that is characterized by polycentric institutions, legitimacy and
transparency, empowerment and social justice, diversity of
participating actors, and where multilevel institutions are
matched with social-ecological dynamics (Lebel et al. 2006,
Lockwood et al. 2010), also is identified as characteristic of
ACM (Olsson et al. 2004a, Folke et al. 2005, Berkes 2007,
Berkes 2009).
Despite these interrelationships, the concepts of governance
and ACM have different intellectual and disciplinary
foundations. Governance perspectives draw broadly on
literature from political science and international relations,
and are applied in a wide range of contexts, including global
governance, corporate governance, organizational governance,
information technology governance, nonprofit governance,
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project governance, and public administration. More recently,
governance concerns have become prominent in the context
of the environment. Governance here is broadly understood
as the exercise of authority over the environment through the
processes and institutions by which decisions are made (World
Resources Institute 2003). In contrast, adaptive comanagement
reflects a stronger “systems” perspective (Berkes and Folke
1998). This literature draws on insights from the field of
common property and critical perspectives on comanagement
(McCay and Acheson 1987, Pinkerton 1989, Ostrom et al.
2002), and is informed by ideas from the learning
(experimental and experiential) aspect of adaptive
management (Walters 1986, Lee 1993) to engender a distinct
and novel approach (Berkes et al. 2007; see Plummer et al.
2012). In the frequently cited definition by Folke et al.
(2002:20), ACM is “a process by which institutional
arrangements and ecological knowledge are tested and revised
in a dynamic, ongoing, self-organized process of learning-bydoing.”
Our research is positioned in relation to the emerging
approaches to navigate the dynamics of social-ecological
systems. It investigates (1) how the ACM literature considers
governance and (2) what insights the ACM literature has for
core environmental governance challenges.
KEY CHALLENGES IN ENVIRONMENTAL
GOVERNANCE
Governance, of all types, is concerned with goal-oriented,
deliberative interventions in society (Kooiman 1993). It
involves the common elements of (1) a relationship between
objects and subjects, (2) a desire to realize change in that
relationship, and (3) the conceptualizations of the context in
which it is embedded (Glasbergen 1998). All ideas and
concepts of governance take a position on these elements as
they bring together normative considerations of what should
be, and empirical observations that form the basis of what
could be (Glasbergen 1998).
The normative dimension of environmental governance is
typically framed as sustainability (Hempel 1996, Adger et al.
2003, Folke et al. 2005). Gibson et al. (2005) specifically
identify the idea of ‘sustainable development’ as put forth by
the World Commission on Environment and Development
(1987), as being embraced by governance bodies across a
broad range of jurisdictions. In some instances, however, the
definition of governance is applied to an aspect of the
environment. For example, Kooiman and Bavinck (2005:17)
define governance in the context of their work on fisheries as
“... the whole of public as well as private interactions taken to
solve societal problems and create societal opportunities” and
including “... the formulation and application of principles
guiding those interactions and care for institutions that enable
them.” Others define environmental governance more
broadly. Paavola (2007:97), for example, asserts that
“environmental governance should be understood broadly so

as to include all institutional solutions for resolving conflicts
over environmental resources.” Similarly, Lemos and
Agrawal (2006:298) suggest that “environmental governance
refers to the set of regulatory processes, mechanisms and
organizations through which political actors influence
environmental actions and outcomes.”
Numerous models for environment governance exist that set
out how and why change should occur. In his foundational
work on environmental governance, Glasbergen (1998)
identifies and describes five main models. These include:
regulatory, market regulation, civil society, co-operative,
contextual control, and self-regulation. Meadowcroft (1998)
notes the idealized nature of these models and stresses that
they are not mutually exclusive and in reality often work
together. Lemos and Agrawal (2006) illustrate the
phenomenon of conventional mechanisms and strategies of
governance giving way to hybridization as they position
idealized forms, i.e., state, market, and community, in relation
to more nuanced ones, i.e., comanagement, public-private
partnerships, private social partnerships. The degree of
potential hybridization and lack of simple models of
environmental governance suggests the possibility of a wide
range of governance forms. Drawing on this perspective, de
Loë et al. (2009) argue that environmental governance is thus
dynamic and constantly being reconfigured.
Despite the breadth of perspectives that exist, it is possible to
identify in the environmental governance literature a series of
common concerns or challenges. Lemos and Agrawal (2006),
for example, point to the importance of accountability as
governance increasingly involves nonstate actors. Paavola
(2007) argues for inclusive approaches that focus on
institutional design solutions. Duit and Galaz (2008) employ
a complex adaptive systems perspective on governance to
illuminate the previously overlooked issues of how forms of
governance should be evaluated, effects of cross-scale
interactions, and how governance systems respond to changes.
Lockwood et al. (2010) identify eight issues for which they
assembled a series of principles for natural resource
governance. These include: legitimacy, transparency,
accountability, inclusiveness, fairness, integration, capability,
and adaptability. The Earth Systems Governance project (see
Biermann et al. 2009) highlights five governance research
themes or challenges, including architecture or institutional
design and arrangements, the agency, i.e., role and influence,
of state and nonstate actors, the adaptiveness of governance
mechanisms and processes, as well as issues of accountability,
legitimacy, and allocation, e.g., of resources. To this set of
challenges, Biermann et al. (2009) highlight four “crosscutting” themes necessary for integrated understanding,
including the role of power, knowledge, norms, and the issue
of scale. Using a synthesis of common environmental
governance challenges, de Loë et al. (2009) explore how
different models can work together to address issues of water
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Table 1. Core environmental governance issues or challenges (adapted from Armitage et al. 2012)
Core issue
or challenge

Description

Selected key references

Accountability
and legitimacy

Accountability concerns the responsible exercise of power (through standards and systems) as entities
(individuals, organizations, agencies) acknowledge and assume responsibilities of actions and determine
outcomes. Legitimacy involves the power to influence others and approval of an institution or actor by
an entity subject to its actions, encompassing procedural (how decisions are made) and substantive
(morals, values, beliefs) dimensions within a socially constructed context. Broadening accountability
and legitimacy from formal legal arrangements to reflect its pluralist forms and nonformal sources is
stressed.

Suchman 1995, Van
Kersbergen and Van Waarden
2004, Trachtenber and Focht
2005, Tyler 2006, Paavola
2007, Beisheim and
Dingwerth 2008, Ballesteros
et al. 2010

Actors and roles

Governance, as opposed to government, emphasizes participation by diverse nonstate actors in decision
making and prompts a range of potential roles for all actors. Role ambiguity is a concern and
redundancy and layering of roles is beneficial in light of uncertainty. Incentivizing participation, a
supportive policy framework, and connecting individuals/organizations are salient considerations.

Singleton 2002, Dietz et al.
2003, Savan et al. 2004,
Ansell and Gash 2008

Fit, interplay,
and scale

The interconnected and nested nature of social-ecological systems is paramount. Arrangements need to
reflect the scale of the environmental concern (e.g., spatial fit) as well as acknowledge/respond to the
dynamism of cross-scale and cross-level interactions (e.g., threshold behavior, cascading effects).
Multilevel arrangements that involve multiple linkages stress connections among actors in a networked
fashion. Although such arrangements confer adaptability and stability, they also may confront issues of
interplay, constrain integration, and be cumbersome.

Gibson et al. 2000, Ostrom et
al. 2002, Dietz et al. 2003,
Cash et al. 2006, Moss 2007,
Pahl-Wostel et al. 2008,
Young et al. 2008

Adaptiveness,
flexibility, and
learning

Adaptiveness responds to the uncertainty and change that characterize complex systems and catalyzes
attention on fostering resilience and building adaptive capacity. Arrangements in structure and function
need flexibility to counter uncertainty as well as platforms to learn from feedback. Learning takes place
individually and collectively. It is a social process and outcome arrived at by the participation and
interaction of diverse actors who learn by doing and modifying their actions based on feedback.

Lee 1993, Folke et al. 2002,
Westley 2002, Folke et al.
2005, Armitage 2008,
Armitage et al. 2008,
Biermann and Pattberg 2008

Evaluation and
monitoring

Evaluation is concerned with systematically assessing the value of the goal-oriented deliberative
intervention in regard to a social-ecological system. Assessment and monitoring that is participatory,
interactive, and multiscale are required. Extending evaluation parameters beyond easily observable
process elements and outcomes is highlighted. Diagnostic approaches direct attention to identifying and
monitoring critical variables. Selecting and matching appropriate indicators to the scale of assessments
is a challenge.

Bellamy et al. 2001, Conley
and Moote 2003, Garaway
and Arthur 2004, Ostrom
2007, Plummer and Armitage
2007

Knowledge

Environmental governance requires an intense amount of diverse information. The value of multiple
knowledge sources, diverse types of knowledge, and means to facilitate exchange are stressed. In going
beyond amalgamating information, emphasis is placed on the coproduction of knowledge as generated
collaboratively through the interactions of diverse actors. Accepting the dynamism and contingency of
knowledge is a notable challenge.

Cortner 2000, Kates et al.
2001, Clark 2001, Bäckstrand
2003, Hahn et al. 2006,
Blackstock and Carter 2007,
Berkes 2009

governance in the Murray-Darling Basin of Australia. Their
findings suggest that strengthening governance in advance of
a crisis is critical because the water situation in the MurrayDarling Basin illustrates the possibility that reforms may be
inadequate even with attention to issues such as accountability
and legitimacy, actor involvement, fit, knowledge generation,
adaptiveness, and evaluation.
We draw on these syntheses of governance challenges as a
way to frame our systematic review. Table 1 identifies and
describes six core issues or challenges. We do not claim these
issues reflect an idealized typology, but rather view the
synthesis as a useful way to frame our analysis.
METHODS
A systematic literature review “... strives to comprehensively
identify, appraise, and synthesize all the relevant studies on a
given topic” (Petticrew and Roberts 2006:19). Historically,

systematic reviews have been quantitative in orientation,
although their application in qualitative research is becoming
more common (Dixon-Woods et al. 2006, Hughes et al. 2009,
O’Connell and Downe 2009). Systematic review methods are
firmly rooted in evidenced-based health care (Green 2005,
Dixon-Woods et al. 2006), but are increasingly being applied
to subjects across both the natural and social sciences. Further
details on the approach applied in this paper are outlined in
Plummer et al. (2012).
The systematic review used in this analysis of ACM involved
five steps, including question definition, study and search
protocol, search and screen results, analysis, and presentation
of results. With regard to the first step, our analysis was framed
by the following two questions: (1) how does the ACM
literature consider governance and (2) what insight does the
ACM literature have for core environmental governance
challenges?
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The study and search protocol sought to maximize the amount
of information returned by using the search terms ‘ecosystem’
or ‘ecolog’ or ‘environment’ and ‘adaptive co-management’
or ‘adaptive comanagement’ or ‘adaptive co management’ or
‘adaptive collaborative management.’ The temporal period
covered was from 1997 (first appearance of the concept of
ACM in the published literature) to May 2010. The search for
literature encompassed both peer-reviewed and nonpeer
reviewed literature. The 414 potential citations revealed were
screened by reading the title, abstract, and key words. Many
potential citations (298) were excluded for falling outside the
criteria of date, language (written in English), and topic (ACM
and environment, natural resources, and/or social-ecological
systems). The remainder of the items were retrieved and read
to ensure they met the aforementioned criteria, with 108 items
eventually being organized into a QSR NVIVO database.
Detailed stepwise procedures to arrive at the 108 items used
in this study are given by Plummer et al. 2012.
The analysis occurred using an adapted grounded theory
approach (Thorne et al. 2004, O’Connell and Downe 2009).
A coding system was used to affix descriptive labels to
passages of text and then group similar passages together with
iterative passes through each of the 108 literature items. In the
first pass of coding we identified all passages in which the
term “governance” was explicit, excluding mention in the list
of references. Although we acknowledge the limitations of
this approach, as opposed to also including the implied use,
we chose to initially limit the investigation to the explicit use
of the term because of the range of definitions and
employment. Axial coding was then used to revisit each of the
passages identified and to group similar ideas together into
themes. In this way themes emerged about how people writing
in the ACM literature consider governance. In line with the
question driving the analysis, open coding was initially
employed to code for passages that explicitly or implicitly
related to the six key concerns from the environmental
governance literature described in Table 1. Axial coding was
then used to distinguish patterns among the passages within
each of the categories and to group them into themes. These
emergent themes are the core of our results and are described
in terms of the concept represented. Illustrative examples from
systematic literature review are also provided.
RESULTS
How does the ACM literature consider governance?
The entry point of analysis was to see how people writing in
the ACM literature consider governance by coding each
explicit occurrence and the accompanying passage. A total of
1948 explicit occurrences of the term governance appeared in
the 108 items analyzed. Seventy-seven of the 108 items (71%)
contained a minimum of one occurrence of the term
governance. The number of occurrences per item ranged from
a minimum of zero to a maximum of 358 in a doctoral

dissertation. All of the passages surrounding the term
governance were then analyzed and those involving similar
concepts were grouped together in a theme. The theme with
the highest frequency explicitly contained the term
governance, but did not explicitly contain the term ACM.
The terms governance and ACM appeared together in 290
passages in 55 items. Passages containing both terms were
analyzed for similar connotations and grouped. Table 2
identifies and describes the themes resulting from the analysis.
In the body of literature examined where both terms appear,
ACM was most frequently understood as a mechanism, i.e.,
model, approach, strategy, method, system, tool, for making
governance operational. For example, Folke et al
(2005:448-449) offered the following statement.
Adaptive comanagement relies on the collaboration
of a diverse set of stakeholders, operating at different
levels, often through networks from local users to
municipalities, to regional and national organizations,
and also to international bodies. The sharing of
management power and responsibility may involve
multiple institutional linkages among user groups
or communities, government agencies, and
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). In
addition, adaptive comanagement extends adaptive
management into the social domain and is a way to
operationalize adaptive governance. Although
adaptive management focuses on understanding
ecosystem dynamics and feeding ecological
knowledge into management organizations, adaptive
governance conveys multi-objective reality when
handling conflicts among diverse stakeholders and,
at the same time, adapts this social problem to
resolve issues concerning dynamic ecosystems.
Additional themes emerging from the analysis reinforce the
close functional relationship between ACM and governance.
In the broadest sense, the ‘enabling’ theme suggests that
governance facilitates ACM. The following themes emerging
from the ACM literature add specificity as to how this occurs.
For example, adaptive governance is, or ought to be, an
objective of ACM. ‘Good’ governance contributes to
successful ACM and both are enhanced by features such as
learning, social capital, communication, etc. ACM requires
multilevel governance that is polycentric and peoplecentered.
Although the themes in Table 2 signal closeness between the
two concepts, they also convey the sometimes unbounded
nature of the relationship. Examples of these themes from the
ACM literature include: ACM is considered as governance or
as analogs; ACM and governance are explicitly present in
capturing an approach to environment/resource management;
and ‘good’ governance is a ‘face’ of ACM.
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Table 2. Thematic analysis of passages with the explicit terms governance and ACM.
Theme

Description

ACM as governance
Shift in governance
Making governance
operational
Defining terminology

ACM and governance are analogs.
ACM is situated in the context of the transition from government to governance.
ACM is a way to make governance operational and is a model, approach, strategy, method, system, or tool
for governance.
ACM and governance are explicitly present in capturing the essence of an approach to environment/
resource management.
Good governance is connected to ACM and represents a ‘face’ of ACM.

ACM and good
governance
Adaptive governance Adaptive governance enables ACM, is an objective of ACM, and/or represents the social dimension of
ACM when examining ecosystems and landscapes.
Multilevel
ACM stresses multilevel linkages and governance. Successful ACM requires polycentric, multilevel,
governance
people-centered, or participatory governance.
Linkages
Governance and ACM are, or should be, closely connected. ACM acts as a bridge to connect governance
with complex systems.
Enabling
Governance enables ACM.
Features to enhance ‘Good’ governance contributes to successful ACM. Governance and ACM are similarly enhanced by:
success
(social) learning, trust building, institutional development, conflict resolution, empowerment, local
stewardship involvement, social capital, nonstate actors, communication, power/empowerment, and/or
decentralization.
Calls for further
ACM and governance require further investigation empirically, theoretically, and/or practically.
investigation
Governance and ACM have not been studied deeply enough.
Common challenges ACM and governance are confronted with common challenges of politics, power sharing, policy
experiments, and collaboration. ACM approaches can sometimes undermine local governance.
ACM is not a
ACM has the potential to fail as an approach to governance and depends upon the inclusion of key
governance panacea features and factors. Therefore, ACM is not a governance panacea.
No relationship given ACM and governance are mentioned in the same passage, but are not related to each other specifically.
Case studies
Case studies and examples that address ACM and governance.
Total

What insight does the ACM literature have for key
environmental governance challenges?
The main intent of this research was to gain insights about
how the ACM literature addresses specific issues or challenges
in the environmental governance literature. The extent to
which each governance concern identified in Table 1 appears
in the ACM literature is illustrated in Figure 1. The results that
follow highlight contributions or insights of ACM scholarship
to each of the six environmental governance challenges
described earlier in the paper.
Accountability and legitimacy
Considerable discourse in the environmental governance
literature relates to the concepts of accountability and
legitimacy. Although Table 1 offers a description of these
specific issues, it is important to acknowledge the complexity
associated with each concept. As illustrated in Figure 1, the
category of accountability and legitimacy was identified in 28
items and 46 passages within the ACM literature. Three
specific themes emerged from the analysis. Passages grouped
into the first theme identify the ACM process as involving
accountability or producing accountability. The need for
managers to accept the consequences of their decisions and
for those involved in the ACM process to collectively share
responsibility in a transparent manner are stressed.

# of
Items

# of
Passages

9
1
26

22
1
53

8

10

6

13

15

28

19

32

7

9

2
18

3
32

5

7

6

7

7

11

18
15
55

41
21
290

Fig. 1. The appearance of key governance concerns in the
ACM literature.

The second theme specifically addresses the matter of
legitimacy. Passages within this theme describe the manner in
which legitimacy (i) is enhanced through the diversity of actors
involved; (ii) assists with the coordination of information and
initiation of collaborations; and (iii) results in greater
compliance with rules/institutions. Olsson et al. (2004b)
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convey how this came about in the case of the Ecomuseum
Kristianstads Vattenrike.
Incorporating the EKV as an organization within
the Municipality of Kristianstad created space for
self-organization and development of social
networks across scales for ecosystem management.
The legitimacy of municipal support made it possible
to coordinate information and start collaborative
processes that we argue are necessary for ecosystem
management, yet allowed the EKV to maintain the
flexibility of a semiautonomous organization.
The third theme encompasses passages that focus on the
connection between accountability and legitimacy in relation
to ACM. A common insight from the passages in this theme
is that the state can establish or enhance legitimacy and
accountability of the new or modified institutional
arrangements through legislative supports or enabling policy
environments. Work drawing upon case study examples in
Macubeni, Nqabara, Makuleke, and Richtersveld by Fabricius
and Collins (2007:92-93) is indicative of this theme.
It is therefore essential to invest heavily in the
development of functioning and resilient governance
systems in the early stages of projects, before conflict
becomes a real problem and the obstacles listed
above have surfaced. Many of these obstacles can
be overcome by focusing on the following aspects of
governance: ...
3. Clearly defined and legitimised conflict resolution
procedures, including acknowledged arbitrators
and facilitators (Ostrom, 1990).
4. Legitimacy and acceptance of the governance
structure by community members, traditional
authorities, elected political representatives,
municipal officials, and managers in provincial and
national government (DEAT, 2003).
5. Formal commitment to well-defined roles and
responsibilities by key individuals in the network.
These responsibilities should be endorsed by
supervisors and committed to in writing by key
individuals, and they should be held accountable for
failures to meet their commitments.

Actors and roles
Encouraging a diversity of actors, as opposed to just staff from
government agencies, to come together and take on various
roles to address a common problem or interest is a core
environment governance challenge. Several themes emerged
to convey the degree to which ACM literature addresses this
concern of environmental governance. Passages in the
database often contained multiple concepts associated with

actors and their roles. In interpreting these results, it is
important to note that the items and passages are not mutually
exclusive to a theme. Passages expressing the importance of
a diversity of actors for filling a variety of roles in the ACM
process were grouped together under the label “importance of
diverse actors for filling general roles.” Passages in this theme
explicitly asserted the need to involve diverse actors in ACM
and also provided illustrative examples. For instance,
Garaway and Arthur (2004:26) write that “a range of
stakeholder groups, including researchers, extension workers
and resource users (who may not usually work together), need
to be identified and join forces in a process where learning is
combined with management”.
Additional themes draw attention to specific reasons for
involving an array of actors in ACM and underscore
particularly important roles. Within the theme of “sharing
power” several subthemes emerged that draw specific
attention to empowerment, devolution of power/
decentralization, and the meaningful involvement of actors
not conventionally engaged with decision making and
management. As a complement, the theme of “sharing
responsibility” emphasizes extending answerability to more
actors, who are connected horizontally and vertically.
Additionally, the theme of “incentives” specifically addresses
the issue of incentivizing actors to participate in ACM with
monetary and nonmonetary lures as well as nonmonetary
rewards once a commitment is fulfilled.
The ACM literature also contributes insights to the challenge
of actors and roles by drawing attention to key functions of
individuals and organizations. The first theme in this regard
emphasizes the importance of leadership to the success of
ACM processes, or failure of the process in its absence. A
leader within this theme may be an individual, group, or
organization and how leadership contributes to several aspects
of ACM are documented. A second theme highlights the role
of groups of actors as critical intermediaries in ACM, referred
to as bridging organizations, boundary organizations, or
brokering organizations. These actor groups play a catalytic
role in fostering vertical and horizontal linkages and
interactions as well as facilitating group processes such as
communication, knowledge coproduction, and conflict
resolution. The following passage from Berkes (2009:1695)
illustrates the role of these actors.
The bridging organization in the Swedish
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment case of
Kristianstads Vattenrike Biosphere Reserve was a
municipal organization, the Ecomuseum Kristianstads
Vattenrike (EKV), later becoming the biosphere
office. The EKV provided the forum for trust
building, conflict resolution, and accessing
knowledge. For example, when the wetland area in
Vattenrike was set aside for conservation purposes,
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it became overgrown after the halting of grazing.
The EKV coordinated the deliberation over this
unintended impact of conservation, leading to the
coproduction of new knowledge ... By linking
networks concerned with different objectives (bird
conservation, water quality, cultural heritage), the
EKV provided leadership to produce a comprehensive
vision and goals ...

Fit, interplay, and scale
Environmental governance scholars are often concerned with
the interplay and interactions of institutions at levels and across
scales as well as the fit between social and biophysical systems
(Young et al. 2008). As illustrated in Figure 1, considerable
evidence is present in the ACM literature that directly
addresses this particular concern.
Analysis of the ACM literature reveals a concerted focus on
the linkages/interactions among organizations. Passages
grouped into an initial theme address the importance of
linkages and interactions among organizations, but do not
specify the nature of these connections. Passages grouped into
a second theme explicitly mention cross scale and/or cross
level interactions, but do not elaborate upon these concepts.
Additionally, several themes emerged that unpack aspects of
the interactions/linkages as being horizontal (between/among
entities at one level) and/or vertical (between/among entities
at other levels). These include themes that address both
horizontal and vertical, specifically vertical, and specifically
horizontal.
Reference to addressing the notion of fit between institutional
arrangements and biophysical systems emerged as a specific
theme within the ACM literature. Within this theme, emphasis
is placed on how ACM is a flexible approach tailored to
specific places and situations. The dynamic orientation of
ACM and the manner in which its features, e.g., linkages
across levels, bridging organizations, leadership, create
conditions that enhance fit. Illustrative of this theme is the
following passage by Galaz et al. (2006:5):
One discussed strategy to enhance the fit between
ecosystems and governance is adaptive comanagement. Adaptive co-management refers to the
multilevel and cross-organizational management of
ecosystems. Such multilevel governance systems
often emerge to deal with crisis, and can develop
within a decade ...

Adaptiveness, flexibility, and learning
In the face of uncertainty and complexity, a major concern of
environmental governance is the ability to intentionally learn
through change and adapt (sensu adaptive management) using

experimental and experiential approaches. Learning is a core
feature of ACM and as a reflection of its centrality this
environmental governance concern is addressed extensively
(Fig. 1). The ideas of adaptiveness, flexibility, and learning
are commonly grouped together in the ACM literature and in
this theme passages generally make reference to learning as a
variable or component of ACM.
The passage by Cundill and Fabricius (2010) is illustrative of
the attention given to this environmental governance issues
within the ACM literature as they write:
Adaptive co-management is increasingly seen as a
governance-based approach to managing complex
adaptive systems ... The approach is expected to
achieve this by marrying the strengths of adaptive
and collaborative (co-) management through a focus
on adaptive learning and linkages between actors
and organizations operating at multiple levels ...
Although the ACM literature generally addresses
adaptiveness, flexibility, and learning, the body of work on
the latter is particularly noteworthy. The analysis of the ACM
literature reveals the following substantial subthemes on the
concept of learning.
●

Social learning involves shared learning among
individuals through an iterative process of engagement
and reflection. It is frequently characterized according to
the correcting of routine errors (single loop), adjustment
of policies and values (double loop), and fundamental
changes to governance norms and protocols (triple loop).

●

Experiential learning emphasizes learning by doing. It
starts with actual experience and fosters change through
stages of reflection, abstraction, and experimentation.

●

Transformative learning highlights reflective processes
by which perceptions and consciousness are altered.
Individuals engage in task-oriented problem-solving as
well as critical examination of intentions to bring about
change.

Insights into the environmental governance concern of
adaptiveness, flexibility, and learning from the ACM literature
stem from the considerable practical experiences as conveyed
in detailed case study descriptions with this focus (e.g.,
Garaway and Arthur 2004, Plummer and FitzGibbon 2007,
Wollenberg et al. 2007, Cundill 2010). Conceptually
unpacking the concept of learning, identifying its paradoxical
employment, and advancing its understanding (e.g.,
McDougall 2001, Armitage et al. 2008, Berkes 2009) are
valuable contributions in relation to this environmental
concern.
Evaluation and monitoring
The specific terms “evaluation” and/or “monitoring” are often
explicitly employed in definitions of ACM. ACM is frequently
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described as a mechanism or strategy to develop and/or
implement goal oriented deliberative intervention in reference
to a specific system, situation, and/or place. As illustrated in
Figure 1, information addressing the concern of evaluation
and monitoring were identified in 27 items and 93 passages.
The following passage by the Center for International Forestry
Research (Fisher et al. 2007:30) is illustrative of this theme.
... the purpose of monitoring in an ACM approach
is to continuously generate a better understanding
of system behavior and to facilitate learning about
how to manage it better. The ACM model
hypothesizes that a collaborative monitoring
approach, which uses iteratively and jointly
developed and tested local indicators, will be more
effective in addressing this challenge than
conventional approaches to monitoring in many
contexts. Not only do such types of monitoring
systems incorporate diverse mental models, but they
also focus on critical processes as well as the
outcomes or impacts of these processes, as
understood and defined by the local stakeholders
The ACM literature identifies monitoring and evaluation as a
challenge to scholarship and practice because of missing
requisite information and knowledge, lack of measures and
criteria, and complications due to issues of complexity and
scale. It contributes to addressing this challenge by offering
organizational devices/visual aids to assist researchers and
managers. For example, Plummer and Armitage (2007) recast
evaluation in natural resources management in light of
complex adaptive systems thinking. A resilience-based
framework is offered to evaluate ACM that draws attention to
components of ecosystem conditions, livelihood outcomes,
and process and institutional situations. The utility of existing
or modified evaluation and monitoring frameworks to a case
of ACM are also assessed. For example, Muñoz-Erickson et
al. (2010) assess the holistic ecosystem health indicator
framework as an evaluative tool using the case of the Diablo
Trust in Arizona.
The ACM literature also contributes by communicating
findings from experiences with monitoring and evaluation.
For example, Cundill and Fabricius (2010) identify both
system attributes and variables that could form the basis for
monitoring the governance dimension of ACM and test a
methodology for collaborative monitoring in four locations in
South Africa. The following conclusion from Cundill and
Fabricius (2010) reflects upon some of the lessons gained from
their research with transferability more broadly.
The collaborative monitoring system that we tested
provided a means to share state-of-the-art theory
and best-practice insights about adaptive comanagement directly with community decisionmaking bodies, government officials, and donors.

The conceptual approach that informed this
monitoring system, which included system
attributes, key variables, and outcome indicators,
provided the conceptual space to create easily
understood indicators that participants could
identify with while at the same time allowing the
researcher to test the conceptual underpinnings of
adaptive co-management. The approach was less
effective in capturing multi-scale changes or in
adapting to the tempo of change in key variables.
This undermined the ability of monitoring activities
to proactively predict forthcoming crises.
Identifying and testing innovative methods to
capture multi-scale changes in governance is an
important area for future research.

Knowledge
Knowledge (sources, types, and processes) and knowledge
generation are key concerns in the environmental governance
literature (Biermann et al. 2009). The ACM literature
addresses the concern of knowledge in 83 items and 344
passages, as illustrated in Figure 1. In grouping the passages
within this category, several themes emerge that reflect how
the ACM literature intersects with knowledge issues. First, the
ACM literature addresses the needbenefits of combining
knowledge sources and types. This need to combine
knowledge is referred to in terms of integration or synthesis
of knowledge previously segregated and is identified as key
feature of ACM. The combination of traditional and scientific
knowledge is often highlighted. The following passage by
Wyckhuys and O’Neil (2010:307) illustrates how ACM
responds to the concern of knowledge:
Adaptive comanagement combines the ecological
knowledge of farmers and scientists in mutual
learning systems, drawing on both farmers’
experience and scientists’ knowledge ... Such [an]
approach allows both farmers and scientists to gain
a better understanding of the workings of local
agroecosystems. Also, appreciating linkages
between landscape-level components and smallscale maize fields could help generate IPM
innovations, such as land management tactics to
conserve natural enemies ... Such tactics can then
provide a “win–win” scenario for sustainable
agriculture and the sound management of natural
resources.
The ACM literature contributes insights into addressing this
challenge by drawing attention to experiences with combining
specific types of knowledge. This includes traditional and
local knowledge, scientific knowledge, tactic knowledge, i.e.,
intuitive knowledge that is not explicit and difficult to transfer,
and knowledge of ecosystem dynamics. The importance of
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Table 3. Key insights from the ACM literature contributing to understanding/addressing core environmental governance issues
or challenges.
Core environmental
governance issue or
challenge

Insights from the ACM literature

Accountability and
legitimacy

• Accountability is embedded in the ACM process and generated as an outcome as responsibility is shared collectively in a
transparent manner by those involved and consequences are collectively accepted.
• Legitimacy in association with ACM is: enhanced by the involvement of diverse actors; assists with coordination of
information and in undertaking new collaborations; and encourages compliance.
• Enabling policy environments can establish/enhance legitimacy and accountability.
Actors and roles
• Involving diverse actors in filling a variety of roles is important because of sharing power and responsibility.
• Incentivizing participation is an important consideration.
• Leadership is a critical ingredient.
• Actors acting as intermediaries (bridging organizations, boundary organizations, brokering organizations) make key
connections and facilitate group processes.
Fit, interplay, and scale
• Linkages and interactions between individuals and/or organizations are important.
• Interactions may be cross scale and/or cross level and may forge horizontal and/or vertical connections.
• Flexibility and dynamism of ACM permits tailoring the process to a specific place/situation and thereby enhances fit.
Adaptiveness, flexibility, and • Adaptiveness, flexibility, and learning are essential characteristics for processes to address uncertainty and change and can
learning
effectively be married with collaboration.
• A rich collection of experiences with adaptiveness-, flexibility-, and learning-oriented processes in practice exist in the
ACM literature from which lessons can be gleaned.
• The concept of learning is complicated. Specificity is required in its employment and attention is required in terms of its
definition, expectations, underlying mechanisms, participants, and ethical issues.
Evaluation and monitoring
• Monitoring and evaluation is embedded in the ACM process because insights about the system are continuously generated
and adjustments are made based on feedback.
• The ACM literature offers frameworks and examples of assessments in practice for evaluation and monitoring.
• Rich experiences of undertaking collaborative monitoring and evaluation in ACM offer lessons in both developed and
developing contexts.
Knowledge
• Multiple sources of knowledge and various types of knowledge need to be combined. ACM offers a novel process by
which knowledge integration and coproduction may occur.
• Accessible information is critical to knowledge development processes and learning.
• Knowledge in the ACM literature makes connections to networks and systems, communication, and learning.

information, its availability, and relationship to knowledge
development and learning are highlighted. The possibility of
generating knowledge through ACM is highlighted, and often
specifically expressed in relation to testing and revising
ecological knowledge. For example, in one of the most
frequently cited definitions of ACM, Folke et al. (2002:20)
define ACM as “a process by which institutional arrangements
and ecological knowledge are tested and revised in a dynamic,
ongoing, self-organized process of trial-and-error ...” Finally,
the role of knowledge in the ACM literature is often allied to
related governance concerns such as networks and systems,
communication, and learning.
CONCLUSION
Building social-ecological resilience and fostering adaptive
capacity is critical to embrace change, and ultimately, foster
sustainability. ACM is an emerging approach to navigate
social-ecological system change, and like allied concepts,
draws on a range of disciplinary perspectives. We undertook
a systematic review of the ACM literature, specifically, to
better understand its relationship with governance and
environmental governance in particular. In that context, we
assessed how ACM may contribute insights to address key

challenges identified in the environmental governance
literature.
The relationship between the ACM literature and the
environmental governance literature is complicated. Our
systematic review of the ACM literature revealed 1948 explicit
occurrences of the term governance, with more than 70% of
items containing at least one mention of the term.
Understanding how the ACM literature considers governance
comes from the qualitative thematic analysis in which the
passages with both terms were examined. ACM is understood
as an important mechanism to make governance operational
and the analysis reveals their close functional relationship, and
in many instances an unclear boundary between the concepts.
This finding is consistent with work by Huitema et al. (2009)
who found the existence of relational ambiguity between the
concept of ACM and environmental governance.
A main intent of this research was to better understand how
the ACM literature contributes to specific concerns raised in
the environmental governance. The results section conveys
the themes that emerged from the systematic review of the
ACM literature. Table 3 highlights the empirical and
theoretical contributions of ACM scholarship to environmental
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governance literature with regard to: actors and roles; fit,
interplay, and scale; adaptiveness, flexibility, and learning;
evaluation; and, knowledge.
Although the ACM literature offers insights into each of these
issues and concerns, the extent of the contribution varies. For
example, with regard to actors and roles, ACM draws upon its
comanagement heritage to offer particular depth of insight and
experience with applied strategies for sharing power and
responsibility. Similarly, its system orientation and conceptual
roots in adaptive management result in substantive
contributions to the challenges of adaptiveness and learning
as well as fit, interplay, and scale. On the other hand, ACM
research and practice may be enriched by drawing upon allied
bodies of scholarship that deepen understandings of, for
example, tensions between adaptability and accountability/
legitimacy (Hahn 2011), and which enhance sensitivity to
human agency and power relationships in ways that reflect
important contributions from social theory (Nadasdy 2007).
More generally, the findings from this systematic review have
implications for those engaged with new approaches for
navigating social ecological systems, such as ACM, adaptive
governance, and/or resilience management. A decade ago
Ludwig (2001:758) declared “the era of management is over”
and argued that “the management paradigm fails when
confronted with complex problems where there are no clearly
defined objectives and a plethora of mutually contradictory
approaches, each of which is plausible in a particular frame
of reference.” This research illustrates how the boundaries
between ACM and governance are dissolving and how in
practice the actual concepts as they are applied are increasingly
interchangeable. Indeed, Lemos and Agrawal (2006) observe
a general shift in the landscape of environmental governance
away from centralized control toward alternative or hybrid
forms of governance that hinge on participation and
involvement of citizens. ACM is a clear example of this hybrid
approach. Lockwood et al. (2010) similarly argue that new
governance arrangements are required to adequately address
integration, coordination, and multiscale considerations, that
is, principles that are typically associated with “integrated
management” or “ecosystem-based management” approaches.
ACM is the emergent archetype of this fuzzy boundary
between governance and natural resources management.
Recognition of the interchangeability of ACM and governance
perspectives is important because it creates a productive space
for the interdisciplinary scholarship required to foster
sustainability. At the same time, it points to the limitations and
value of definitional ambiguity, e.g., lack of shared
understanding that can impede joint learning vs. rejection of
artificial constraints, which may facilitate more open
dialogue.
In building upon the connections established in this systematic
review, several future opportunities are likely to be found at
the confluence of ACM and environmental governance

scholarship. Environmental governance is a shared research
platform (Reed and Bruyneel 2010) and innovation in tackling
associated challenges may be enhanced by extending the
boundaries of governance theory, as illustrated by Duit and
Galaz (2008), or with the direct collaboration of ACM and
governance scholars, as called for by Huitema et al. (2009).
Furthermore, Engle and Lemos (2010:4) observe that “... the
makeup and relationships between governance components
and mechanisms that may or may not contribute to adaptive
capacity remain relatively unexplored empirically.” ACM
literature and ongoing efforts in the field provide a useful
context to pursue knowledge about the relationship between
components, mechanisms, and outcomes. Ultimately, there is
a need to move away from overly structural or static
perspectives of governance (Plummer and Armitage 2010) and
to “... create governance that is able to “navigate” the dynamic
nature of multilevel and interconnected socio-ecological
systems ...” (Galaz et al. 2008:169). ACM may be
advantageously positioned in this regard. As this research
demonstrates, the growing ACM literature offers several
insights of value to the wider scholarship on environmental
governance. At the same time, scholars of ACM, and allied
concepts like adaptive governance or resilience management,
can productively draw on traditional governance scholarship
and do more to better theorize power, accountability, and
legitimacy.
Responses to this article can be read online at:
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
php/5383
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